IUMI DAY TOURS: IUMI SEPTEMBER 2018
These tours will run during the conference, as well as pre and post days.
DT1 - DAY TOURS FROM CAPE TOWN
FULL DAY CAPE PENINSULA TOUR incl TABLE MOUNTAIN ( Weather permitting ) ( Daily )
We're headed for Cape Point at the south western tip of the Cape Peninsula, and some of the most spectacular
views in the world. The drive there is just as inspiring, passing steep mountains, secluded coves and sweeping
beaches, as well as villages and fishing communities.
Our tour includes a stop at the foot of Table Mountain, an ascent to the top of this iconic mountain affording
panoramic views of the Cape Peninsula. After the descent the road follows the Atlantic coast, passing through
the cosmopolitan suburb of Camps Bay with glorious views of the Twelve Apostles, part of the Table Mountain
range. We travel to the Cape Point Nature Reserve. Following the coastline along False Bay, we'll return to Cape
Town by way of Simon's Town. We visit the Penguin colony at Boulders Beach, Fish Hoek fishing village and
Muizenberg.
Departs 08h30 and returns at approximately 18h00 from Cape Town Convention Centre CTICC
Cost per person ZAR 1550.00 (Cost excludes lunch)
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IUMI DAY TOURS: IUMI SEPTEMBER 2018
DT2 - FULL DAY WINELANDS TOUR ( Daily )
This enchanting excursion begins with a tour through the historic town of Stellenbosch, an architectural jewel
that serves as the historic heart of the country’s wine region. A gracious blend of 18th Century Cape Dutch,
Georgian and Victorian buildings is evident as we drive down Dorp Street, where massive oaks still shade original
water furrows, then enjoy a wine tasting in the Stellenbosch area. We continue on to Franschhoek, which owes
its existence to the first French settlers who worked the valley in the 17th century.
Time will be devoted to exploring the town and the memorial to the French Huguenots. The memorial is set in
lovely gardens against a backdrop of imposing mountains. Thereafter a visit is made to one of the fine wine
estates of the Franschhoek Valley, which is internationally recognized for the exceptional quality of their wines.
Two wine tastings, a cellar tour and a visit to the Huguenot Museum is included.
Departs 08h30 and returns at approximately 18h00 from Cape Town Convention Centre CTICC
Cost per person ZAR 1205.00 (Cost excludes lunch)
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IUMI DAY TOURS: IUMI SEPTEMBER 2018
DT4 - FULL DAY HERMANUS TOUR ( Daily )
This picturesque tour takes you over the mountains to the seaside town of Hermanus. Set between mountains
and the sea, Hermanus is not only very striking but offers some of the greatest land based opportunities for
whale watching in the world (June – November).
You traverse Sir Lowry’s Pass and pass through the apple growing valley of Elgin before arriving at the coastal
town of Hermanus.
On the drive back we follow the coastline, which gives further possibility of whale (and even dolphin) sightings.
A stop is made at Stony Point, near Betty’s Bay to see the penguin colony (Time permitting). In the afternoon
return to Cape Town via Sir Lowry’s Pass where you are afforded a wide angle view of the Helderberg region and
False Bay towards Table Mountain as the backdrop.

Departs 08h00 and returns at approximately 16h30 from Cape Town Convention Centre CTICC
Cost per person ZAR 1100.00 (Cost excludes lunch)
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